
Climate Change Data is Confusing. It Can Still help Prioritise Solutions. 

If we’re going to reduce climate change, we need to understand where greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions come from and what to focus on to reduce them. The data is confusing at best and 
often contradictory. Focusing on key pieces can, though, show what to do. 

The Data is Confusing 
Greenhouse gas emissions caused by humans total more than 50 million tons per year, 
according to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), with agriculture and 
industry perhaps emitting the most. Figuring out what the actual total is and how much is 
attributable to each sector is, though, a challenge.  

Indeed, even the total is not clear, and recent data is lacking. A 2021 report from the US 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), for instance, used 2014 data from the IPCC. The IPCC 
estimated 54.5 gigatonnes of GHG emissions in 2017, while the World Resources Institute 
estimated GHG emissions of 48.9 gigatonnes in 2018. With these and various other sources 
showing different numbers, accurately ascertaining the scale of the problem is challenging.   

Figuring out which sectors cause the emissions is equally or even more difficult. The 
EPA used the IPCC data to show that agriculture and forestry cause 24 percent of GHG 
emissions, industry 21 percent, transportation 14 percent, buildings 6 percent and other energy 
sources 10 percent. Global consulting firm McKinsey calculated in 2020 that agriculture, forestry 
and land use cause 32 percent, industry 32 percent, power and heat 18 percent, and other 
sources 24 percent. University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign professor Atul Jain and research 
associate Xiaoming Xu used new methodologies to show that the food system generates an 
even higher 35 percent of total global GHG emissions.  

Digging down into finer sub-categories shows further variation and more complexity. 
Columbia University Centre on Global Energy Policy research scholar Tom Moerenhout said 
that transportation alone accounts for 29 percent of GHG emissions. Consulting firm BCG says 
that 10 percent of emissions come from construction, 5 percent from fashion and 5 percent from 
fast moving consumer goods (FMCG). Columbia University Climate School writer Renee Cho, 
on the other hand, found that 10 percent of GHG emissions come from the fashion industry and 
that it uses more energy than the aviation and shipping sectors combined. The New York Times 
found that the healthcare sector accounts for almost 5 percent of global carbon emissions. 
There are plenty more sub-categories, ranging from coal mining and office buildings to airline 
travel and the electricity needed to create Bitcoins. 

Even then, there may be overlap between categories and sub-components Farm tractors 
require energy, for example, and fashion requires shipping that also needs energy.  

Components Highlight Key Focus Areas 
If funding to reduce GHG emissions were unlimited and enough people were available to 
develop technology or other solutions, tackling everything at once might be the way forward. 
Funds are very limited, though, and there are hardly enough people with the expertise to work 
on some sectors.  

Sorting through all that data and coming up with estimates of GHG emissions or even 
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions that would help with prioritisation is then difficult at best. 
Moreover, the variations in estimates of emissions means that emissions are not measured 
precisely, and experts could challenge the numbers or produce different estimates.   

What the data can indicate, though, is where some of the biggest problems are and 
where efforts by policymakers, companies or even individuals may have the greatest impact. 
While various stakeholders may have their favourite targets, some examples highlight sectors 
that have the greatest opportunities or are low-hanging fruit.  



Whether agriculture produces 24 percent or 35 percent or some other percentage of 
emissions, for instance, it’s clearly a huge source of emissions. The UN Food and Agriculture 
Organisation (FAO) said that emissions from global livestock represent 14.5 percent of GHG 
emissions and cattle represent about 65 percent of the livestock sector’s emissions. About 44 
percent of livestock emissions are methane, which has a much worse impact on climate change 
than CO2. Brent Loken, the global lead food scientists for the World Wildlife Fund, told the New 
York Times that without changes, food emissions are expected to double by 2050. Accelerating 
initiatives to replace meat with plant-based alternatives could cut GHG emissions tremendously.  

On the industrial side, according to the 2020 UN Emissions Gap Report, the global steel 
industry accounts for about 7 percent of GHG emissions. On a per-country basis, only the 
annual GHG emissions of China and the US are higher than the global steel industry. While 
steel is indispensable and hard to decarbonise, it is also one of the most energy-intensive 
industries and a big part of industry as well as construction emissions. Accelerating the use of 
technology options such as arc furnaces rather than blast furnaces that can support 
decarbonisation would have a large impact. 

And whether fashion is 5 percent or 10 percent of emissions, it may be low-hanging fruit 
whereby small shifts have a big impact. Columbia’s Renee Cho said surveys found that 20 
percent of clothing in the US and 50 percent in the UK is never worn. Along with causing GHG 
emissions, fashion is responsible for 20 percent of global wastewater and for 70 million tons of 
trees being cut down annually to make fabrics such as rayon. Consulting firm McKinsey 
suggests that emissions could be cut nearly in half with energy-efficiency that reduces 30 
percent of emissions, operational improvements that reduce 9 percent and changes in 
consumer behaviour that cut emissions by 10 percent. Low-waste textile dying innovations, 
zero-waste designs and sustainable textiles made from agricultural waste or other materials 
offer solutions as well.  

Data Gives Direction  
What is apparent from even a high-level review of climate change data is that clarity in the 
numbers is likely to remain elusive. Obtaining more accurate data seems unlikely for years to 
come. Despite the uncertainty, even data with varying degrees of precision can be useful in 
indicating how to prioritise scarce resources to have the greatest impact.   


